Case Reports: An Art Sailing into the Unknown
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Abstract: Case report is defined as a description of a single case of a particular disease. With each passing milestone in the time line of medical publication era, case reports are losing their ground. Coveted journals are straightaway ignoring this very aspect of medical literature. We hereby try to emphasize on the very importance of case report publications and on why this aspect of medical literature needs a little bit more heed to its credit.
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I. Introduction

Case report is defined as a description of a single case of a particular disease. It has particular importance in the reporting of rare disease entities. A good case report will explore all the aspects of the disease in question and try to explore newer dimensions for a better understanding. A well structured case report will have a review of literature which will summarise almost all the work done by our forefathers in the particular dimension. Time to time reviews of the historical aspects will update our knowledge and will ping us regarding possible shifts in paradigms related to the entity. Comparatively being a faster mode of medical reporting system, it tends to strike our neurons more often; hence keeping us in touch with a particular disease entity.

To homogenise the format of presentation for a uniform understanding round the globe, certain guidelines have been put forward. The CARE (i.e. CAse REport) guidelines include a reporting checklist that is listed on the EQUATOR Network, an international initiative aimed at promoting transparent and accurate reporting of health research studies. This 13-item checklist includes the title, key words, abstract, introduction, patient information, clinical findings, timeline, diagnostic assessment, therapeutic interventions, follow-up and outcomes, discussion, patient perspective, and informed consent.

II. Discussion

When we look at the basic structured approach of a case report, we see a unique case of a particular disease which draws attention immediately. What we feel from our experiences is that case reports are attention pullers, especially for medical students and it updates them regarding diseases or conditions with the “rare” tag. It alerts clinicians around the world about that unique aspect of the disease and decreases the chances of ignoring the same if ever encountered. We want to emphasize here that case reports serve as a primer to the chain reaction of other higher volume studies namely, case series, clinical trials, etc. A disease entity may be first encountered as a case report and that seed may develop into a tree with various aspects representing different branches of this tree. There are numerous illustrations where case reports led to iconic developments based of these case reports. To list a few -

1) Sigmund Freud reported on numerous cases, including Rat Man, and Wolf Man
2) Frederick Treves reported on “The Elephant Man”, which only in 1986 was it conjectured that he had Proteus syndrome, a very rare congenital disorder also known as Wiedemann syndrome.
3) Paul Broca reported on language impairment following left hemisphere lesions in the 1860s
4) William MacIntyre reported on a case of multiple myeloma (described in the 1840s)
5) Christiaan Barnard described the world's first heart transplant as a case report

III. Conclusion

Having a panoramic view of “Case Report Studies” we can comfortably conclude that they deserve a better place in hierarchy of medical literature publications. Although simple and hassle free to report, they hold an immense potential of uncovering something big. They may be equated to the “nidus of the big bang”. The soul...
reason time tested and reputed journals avoid incorporating case reports in their prime publications is the negative impact they have on the impact factor of these journals since case reports are not cited much. We feel its high time that we start to give this art the heed it deserves otherwise down the time lane it may become “The Dodo Of Medical Literature Publication”.
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